Despite the achievement by non-BCS programs, a distinctive payment structure for those non-BCS schools going to BCS games also contributes to the divide. For example, although Texas Christian (Mountain West Conference [MWC] ) and Boise State (Western Athletic Conference [WAC]) both received bids to participate in the 2010 Tostitos Fiesta Bowl, each school was rewarded with much smaller payouts of $9.8 million and $7.8 million respectively versus their BCS peers. To contrast, the Big Ten and the Southeastern Conference (SEC) each hauled in over $22 million whereas the remaining four BCS-charter conferences were individually awarded $17.7 million for their BCS bowl game appearances. 5 This difference resulted from non-BCS conferences agreeing to such conditions in order to receive the opportunity to qualify and participate in BCS games. 6 Without agreeing, non-BCS institutions would receive no money and little opportunity to participate in the most prestigious of all bowl games (i.e., BCS). Overall, some suggested this real gap in payouts and stigma as a nonautomatic qualifying institution prevents non-BCS schools from upgrading their athletic facilities, meeting Title IX requirements, providing competitive coaching salaries, recruiting highly rated student athletes, and improving student-athlete academic services along with the general academic facilities and programs. 7 There is no doubt the popularity of Division I (FBS) football has grown tremendously and the financial success of the bowl system for some is clearly evident. The high demand for college football across the country has also presented an opportunity to expand the number of bowl games to 35 since the humble beginnings with the 1902 postseason Tournament of Roses event (the precursor to the Rose Bowl). Thus, more than half of the 120 Division I (FBS) teams can participate in a bowl game. On the surface, one might conclude that producing more bowl games is great because it provides fans and players the chance to enjoy one more football game. However, as Senator Orrin Hatch (Republican-Utah) indicated, the evolving bowl arrangement created a scenario where Division I (FBS) institutions have now been separated into two distinct classes despite the level of achievement, investment, or success obtained by non-BCS schools. 8 Furthermore, because the NCAA only required bowl games to provide payouts that are "equal to or greater than . . . all the reasonable contractual travel obligations and participation expenses," there is no guarantee any school will actually make a profit on attending a bowl game. 9 As an example, at least 13 schools lost over a combined $3.8 million in the 2009 bowl season. 10 The figures and information presented above generate several important questions regarding the differences between BCS and non-BCS charter institutions over the history of the collective bowl system (1902 to 2010). First, does the current bowl situation and BCS provide better bowl game opportunities, revenue, and improve conditions for non-BCS schools as its advocates claim or is the current bowl arrangement a new coat of paint on an old problem? 11 Second, what conditions
